On a metric measure space satisfying the doubling property, we establish several optimal characterizations of Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces, including a pointwise characterization. Moreover, we discuss their (non)triviality under a Poincaré inequality.
Introduction
Let .X; d / be a metric space and be a regular Borel measure on X such that all balls defined by d have finite and positive measures, and assume that satisfies a doubling property: there exist constants C 1 > 1 and n > 0 such that for all x 2 X, r 2 .0; 1/ and 2 .1; 1/, .B.x; r// Ä C 1 n .B.x; r//:
Above, u 2 L p loc .X/ requires that u 2 L p .B/ for each ball B. Observe that functions in P B s p;q .X/ have the smoothness of order s as measured by The first purpose of this paper is to show that the smoothness of functions in Besov spaces can be measured by the above quantatives with optimal parameters. To this end, we introduce the following spaces of Besov type. In what follows, for our convenience, we denote by E C s; the operator that maps each u 2 L loc .X/ to a measurable function E C s; .u/ on X .0; 1/ given by E C s; .u/.x; t/ Á C s; t .u/.x/ for all x 2 X and t 2 .0; 1/. We define E A s; , E I s; and E S s; ; analogously. Moreover, the ranges of and above are optimal in the following sense. We point out that it is natural and necessary to consider the full range of s due to the nontrivial example of nontrivial Besov spaces P B s n=s;n=s .X/ for all s 2 .0; 1/ given by Theorem 4.3.
Recently, a fractional pointwise gradient has been introduced in [19] to measure the smoothness of functions. Definition 1.3. Let s 2 .0; 1/ and let u be a measurable function on X. A sequence of nonnegative measurable functions, E g Á ¹g k º k2Z , is called a fractional s-Hajłasz gradient of u if there exists E X with .E/ D 0 such that for all k 2 Z and x; y 2 X n E satisfying 2 k 1 Ä d.x; y/ < 2 k , ju.x/ u.y/j Ä OEd.x; y/ s OEg k .x/ C g k .y/:
Denote by D s .u/ the collection of all fractional s-Hajłasz gradients of u.
In fact, E g Á ¹g k º k2Z above is not really a gradient. One should view it, in the Euclidean setting (at least when g k D g j for all k; j ), as a maximal function of the usual gradient.
Our second result characterizes the Besov spaces in Definition 1.1 via the fractional Hajłasz gradient. In what follows, for p; q 2 .0; 1 and a given sequence E g D ¹g k º k2Z of nonnegative functions, we always write
when q < 1 and k¹g j º j 2Z k`1 Á sup j 2Z jg j j; k¹g j º j 2Z k`q .L p .X// Á k¹kg j k L p .X/ º j 2Z k`q : Under the additional assumptions that also satisfies a reverse doubling condition, 0 < s < 1 and p > n=.n C 1/, P B s p;q .X/ also allows for a kernel function characterization [21] . Theorem 1.2 and (i) through (iv) of Theorem 1.1 follow from Theorem 2.1 below, whose proof relies on an inequality of Poincaré type established in Lemma 2.1 and a pointwise inequality given by Lemma 2.3. The proof of (v) through (vii) of Theorem 1.1 will be given at the end of Section 2.
Moreover, in Section 3, we state the corresponding results for Triebel-Lizorkin spaces (see Theorem 3.1). As a special case, we establish the equivalence between Hajłasz-Sobolev spaces and the Sobolev-type spaces of Calderón and DeVore-Sharpley (see Corollary 3.1).
In Section 4, applying the above characterizations, we prove the triviality of Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces under a suitable Poincaré inequality (see Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2), and also give some examples of nontrivial Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces to show the "necessity" of such a Poincaré inequality (see Theorem 4.3) .
Finally, we make some conventions. Throughout the paper, we denote by C a positive constant which is independent of the main parameters but which may vary from line to line. Constants with subscripts, such as C 0 , do not change in different occurrences. The notation A . B or B & A means that A Ä CB. If A . B and B . A, we write A B. For two spaces X and Y endowed with (semi-)norms, the notation X Y means that u 2 X implies that u 2 Y and kuk Y . kuk X , and the notation X D Y means that X Y and Y X. Denote by Z the set of integers and N the set of positive integers. For any locally integrable function f , we denote by We still need the following pointwise inequality, which is a variant of the pointwise inequality established in [19, (5.7) ]. Lemma 2.3. Let 2 .0; 1/. Then there exists a positive constant C such that for each function u 2 L loc .X/ one can find a set E with .E/ D 0 so that for each pair of points x; y 2 X n E with d.x; y/ 2 OE2 k 1 ; 2 k /, Assume that this claim holds for a moment. We havě Indeed, suppose that diam X D 1. Fix a ball B.x 0 ; r 0 / X. By our assumptions on , we have .B.x 0 ; r 0 // > 0. Notice that for any element x 1 2 X with d.x 1 ; x 0 / 2r 0 , by the doubling property and B.x 0 ; r 0 / B.x 1 ; 2d.
Repeating this procedure N times, we can find x N 2 X and r N > 0 such that
which tends to infinity as N ! 1. This is a contradiction. Thus diam X < 1.
and that for any E g 2 D s .u/ we can always take g k Á 0 for k < k 0 2. Because of this, the proof of Theorem 1.2 for the case .X/ < 1 is a slight modification of that for the case .X/ D 1 below. In what follows, we only consider the case .X/ D 1.
We first prove (ii) and (iii). Observing that
for all t 2 .0; 1/ and x 2 X, we have E S s; ; P B p;q .X/ E I s; P B p;q .X/:
So it suffices to prove that E I s; P B p;q .X/ P N s p;q .X/ E S s; ; P B p;q .X/.
To prove the inclusion E I s; P B p;q .X/ P N s p;q .X/, let u 2 E I s; P B p;q .X/ and E with .E/ D 0 be as in Lemma 2.3. Then, by Lemma 2.3, it is easy to see that for x; y 2 R n n E and d.x; y/ 2 OE2 k 1 ; 2 k /,
Then E g Á ¹g k º k2Z 2 D s .u/ modulo a fixed constant and it is easy to check that
This leads to E I s; P B p;q .X/ P N s p;q .X/:
To prove that the inclusion P N s p;q .X/ E S s; ; P B p;q .X/ holds, since < p .s/, we can choose 0 2 .0; s/ and ı 2 .0; p/ such that Ä ı . 0 / D nı=.n 0 ı/. We also let 00 2 . 0 ; s/ and 000 2 .0; min¹s 00 ; s º/. For given u 2 P N s 
Here and in what follows M denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator and M ı .u/ Á OEM.juj ı / 1=ı for all u 2 L ı loc .X/ and ı 2 .0; 1/. Thus for all k 2 Z,
So, by the L p=ı .X/-boundedness of M, Lemma 2.5 and (2.15), we conclude that u 2 E S s; ; P B p;q .X/ and
This yields P N s p;q .X/ E S s; ; P B p;q .X/ and thus finishes the proofs of (ii) and (iii). Now we prove (i). Since
for all t 2 .0; 1/ and x 2 X, we have E C s; P B p;q .X/ E I s; P B p;q .X/, and hence by part (ii), we obtain that E C s; P B p;q .X/ P N s p;q .X/. So we only need to show
Then by Lemma 2.1, for all k 2 Z,
If p > , then when 2 .0; 1/, applying the Hölder inequality, we have
and when 2 OE1; p/, by 1= Ä 1,
From this it is easy to deduce that
By this, the L p= .X/-boundedness of the operator M and Lemma 2.5, we have u 2 E C s; P B p;q .X/ and
This gives P N s p;q .X/ E C s; P B p;q .X/ and thus finishes the proof of (i). Finally, we prove (iv). Trivially,
On the other hand, since p > n=.n C s/ and < p .s/, we can find a 0 in the interval .max¹ ; 1º; p .s//. Notice that, for any c 2 R, by the Minkowski inequality and the Hölder inequality,
which together with the Hölder inequality again implies that
So we obtain (iv). The proof of Theorem 2.1 is finished.
For the theory of Besov spaces on R n see, for example, [22, 25, 26] , and, on metric measure spaces, see [7, 9, 21] . When s 2 .0; 1/, p 2 .n=.n C s/; 1 and q 2 .0; 1, the equivalence P B s p;q .X/ D E C s;1 P B p;q .X/ on a metric measure space satisfying both a doubling and a reverse doubling property was established in [21] by Müller and Yang and the pointwise characterization of P B s p;q .X/ in [19] . But Theorem 2.1 (hence Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2) does not require a reverse doubling property and also works for the whole index range.
One can derive the following inequality from the proof of (2.16). 
Proof. If 0 , then inequality (2.22) is trivial or follows from the Hölder inequality. If 0 < , then we employ the argument for (2.16) with the special choice g j Á I s; 0 2 j .u/ for all j k 2. We leave the details to the reader.
We close Section 2 by proving the optimality of the ranges of and in Theorem 1.1.
Proofs of
We first claim that u˛2 P B s p;q .R n / when˛2 .0; n=p s/. To see this, for j Ä 0, we set
and, for j 1, we set
Then it is easy to check that E g Á ¹g j º j 2Z 2 D s .u˛/ modulo a fixed constant. Moreover, since p˛< n, for j Ä 0, we have that 
which implies that ju.x/ u.z/j .1 2 ˛/ jzj ˛, and hence by n D˛ , We claim that u 2 P N s p;p .R n /. To see this, similarly to (v), for j Ä 0, we set
and for j 1, we set
Then E g Á ¹g j º j 2Z 2 D s .u/ modulo a fixed constant. Since˛C s D n=p and pˇ< 1, we have
and X 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is finished.
Triebel-Lizorkin spaces
In what follows, for p; q 2 .0; 1 and a sequence E g of measurable functions, we set k E gk L p .X;`q/ Á kk E gk`q k L p .X/ . Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of Theorem 2. where D s .u/ is the set of all s-gradients of u as in (2.1). Then, as a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have the following corollary. [4] and [3] . Shvartsman [24] introduced the spaces P C s;p .X/ on metric measure spaces for s 2 .0; 1 and p 2 .1; 1. See [26] and the references therein for the fractional sharp maximal function characterization of general Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on R n .
The pointwise Sobolev spaces on metric measure spaces were introduced and the pointwise characterization of W 1;p .R n / for p 2 .1; 1 was established by Hajłasz (cf. [12, 13] ). The pointwise characterization for the Hardy-Sobolev spaces H 1;p .R n / for p 2 .n=.n C 1/; 1 was given by Koskela and Saksman [17] . Yang [27] established a pointwise characterization for the Triebel-Lizorkin spaces P F s p;1 .X/ for s 2 .0; 1/ and p 2 .1; 1 on Ahlfors regular spaces. For the pointwise characterization P M s p;q .X/ D P F s p;q .X/ on a metric measure space satisfying doubling and reverse doubling properties, when s 2 .0; 1/, p; q 2 .n=.n C s/; 1, see [18, 19] ; also see [6, 9, 21] for some other characterizations. Above, the spaces P F s p;q .X/ are defined using kernel functions. By Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1, Hajłasz-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces appear to be a natural substitute of Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on a metric measure space satisfying the doubling property.
Triviality and nontriviality
We say that X supports a weak .1; p/-Poincaré inequality with p 2 OE1; 1/ if there exist positive constants C and > 1 such that for all functions u, p-weak upper gradients g of u and balls B with radius r > 0,
Recall that a nonnegative Borel function g is called a p-weak upper gradient of u if ju. we only need to prove that for q 2 OEp; 1/, P M 1 p;q .X/ and P N 1 p;q .X/ are trivial. Assume that q 2 OEp; 1/. Notice that
where P M 1;p .X/ is the Hajłasz-Sobolev space [12] . Moreover, under the weak .1; p/-Poincaré inequality, it is known that P M 1;p .X/ D P N 1;p .X/ (see [23, Theorem 4.9] and [15] ), where P N 1;p .X/ is the Newtonian Sobolev space introduced in [23] . So P M 1 p;q .X/ P N 1;p .X/. Let u 2 P M 1 p;q .X/. Then u 2 P N 1;p .X/. The proof of the triviality of P M 1 p;q .X/ is reduced to proving kuk P N 1;p .X/ D 0. To this end, it suffices to find a sequence ¹ k º k2N of p-weak upper gradients of u such that k k k L p .X/ ! 0 as k ! 1.
For k 2 N, set
Then k is a nonnegative Borel measurable function for all k 2 N. Moreover, we have lim k!1 k .x/ D 0 for almost all x 2 X. Indeed, by a discrete variant of Theorem 3.1 (ii),
which implies that k¹I 1;1 2 j .u/.x/º j 2Z k`q < 1 and hence k .x/ Ä ¹I 1;1 2 j .u/.x/º j k `q ! 0 as k ! 1
for almost all x 2 X. Moreover, applying the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have k k k L p .X/ ! 0 as k ! 1.
Now it suffices to check that k is a p-weak upper gradient of u. Observe that if k .x/ < 1, then lim j !1 u B.x;2 j / exists. In fact, we have ju B.x;2 j / u B.x;2 `/j . 2 min¹j;`º k .x/ ! 0 as j;`! 1. For such an x, we define e u.x/ Á lim j !1 u B.x;2 j / . Generally, for x 2 X, if lim j !1 u B.x;2 j / exists, then we define e u.x/ Á lim j !1 u B.x;2 j / ; otherwise, e u.x/ Á 0. Obviously, u.x/ D e u.x/ for almost all x 2 X, and hence u and e u generate the same element of P N 1;p .X/. Therefore we only need to check that k is a p-weak upper gradient of e u. To this end, notice that for all x; y 2 X with d.x; y/ Ä 2 k 2 , we have je u.x/ e u.y/j Ä d.x; y/OE k .x/ C k .y/:
Moreover, by [23, Proposition 3.1], u is absolutely continuous on p-almost every curve, namely, uı is absolutely continuous on OE0;`. / for all arc-length parameterized paths 2 rect n , where has p-modulus zero. For every 2 rect n , we will show that (4.1) holds. To see this, by the absolute continuity of u on , it suffices to show that for j large enough,
But, borrowing some ideas from [1] , for j large enough, we have
This means that k is a p-weak upper gradient of e u.
To prove the triviality of P N 1 p;q .X/ with q 2 .p; 1/, for u 2 P N 1 p;q .X/, applying Theorem 2.1, we have ¹I 1;1 2 k .u/º k2Z `q.L p .X// kuk P N 1 p;q .X/ < 1;
which implies that kI 1;1 2 k .u/k L p .X/ ! 0 as k ! 1. For every k 2 Z, let ¹x k;i º i be a maximal subset of X such that d.x k;i ; x k;j / 2 k 2 for all i ¤ j . Then B k D ¹B.x k;i ; 2 k /º i is a covering of X with bounded overlap. Let ¹' k;i º i be a partition of unity with respect to B k as in [14, Lemma 5.2] . We define a discrete convolution approximation to u by u B k D P i u B.x k;i ;2 k / ' k;i . By an argument similar to that of [14, Lemma 5.3] , we have that u B k ! u in L p loc .X/ and hence in L 1 loc .X/ as k ! 1, and that Lip u B k .x/ Ä CI 1;1 2 kCN .u/.x/ for all x 2 X, where C 1 and N 2 N are constants independent of k, x and u. Now (ii) Theorem 4.1 when p D q D n was established in [1] . for q 2 .0; 1, P M s np=.nCps p/;q .X/ is trivial, for q 2 .0; np=.n C ps p/, P N s np=.nCps p/;q .X/ is trivial. Moreover, if either X is complete or X supports a weak .1; p /-Poincaré inequality for some 2 .0; p 1/, then for q 2 .np=.n C ps p/; 1, the space P N s np=.nCps p/;q .X/ is trivial. Proof. We first prove the triviality of P M s np=.nCps p/;1 .X/ D P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ by considering the following three cases: Case .X/ < 1, Case .X/ D 1 and X is Ahlfors n-regular, and Case .X/ D 1 but X is not Ahlfors n-regular.
Case .X/ < 1. Notice that by (2.10), 2 k 0 1 Ä diam X < 2 k 0 for some k 0 2 Z. In this case, it suffices to prove that P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ P M 1 p; .X/ for some 2 .0; p/; then the triviality of P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ follows from that of P M 1 p; .X/ as proved by Theorem 4.1. To this end, let u 2 P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ and let g 2 D s .u/ with kgk L np=.nCps p/ .X/ Ä 2kuk P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ . We claim that there exists 2 .0; p/ such that Notice that there exists 0 < Ä Ä n such that for j k, .B.x; 2 k // & .B.x; 2 j //2 .k j /Ä I see [28] . Choosing 2 .0; p/ such that Ä .s 1/ > 0, we have
. Therefore,
Notice that for all x 2 X and r Ä diam X, .B.x; r// C .X/ r n .diam X/ n & r n :
Recall that I˛is bounded from L p .X/ to L p .˛/ .X/ for all p 2 .1; n=˛/; see, for example, [10, Theorem 3.22] . We have
which gives (4.2).
Case .X/ D 1 and X is Ahlfors n-regular. Recall that X is Ahlfors n-regular if for all x 2 X and r > 0, .B.x; r// r n :
Observe that the fractional integral I˛is still bounded from L p .X/ to L p .˛/ .X/, and hence by an argument similar to above, we have P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ P M 1 p; .X/ for some 2 .0; p/, which implies the triviality of P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/.
Case .X/ D 1, but X is not Ahlfors n-regular. Notice that, in this case, we do not have the boundedness from L p .X/ to L p .˛/ .X/ of the fractional integral I˛and hence we cannot prove the inclusion P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ P M 1 p; .X/ for some 2 .0; p/ as above. But the ideas of an imbedding as above and the proof of Theorem 4.1 still work here for a localized version. Indeed, we will show that any function u 2 P M s;np=.nCps p/ .X/ is constant on every ball of X, which implies that u is a constant function on whole X.
To this end, let x 0 2 X, k 0 be a negative integer and let Á be a cutoff functions such that Á. By an argument similar to that of (4. Now we will consider the following two cases: .X/ < 1 and .X/ D 1.
Case .X/ < 1. Assume that 2 k 0 1 Ä diam X < 2 k 0 for some k 0 2 Z. We claim that which further means that u 2 M t;n.p /=OEnC.p /.t 1/ .B.x 0 ; 2 k 0 C8 //. With the weak .1; p /-Poincaré inequality in hand, by adapting the arguments in Case .X/ D 1, but X is not Ahlfors n-regular as above, we still can prove that u is constant on ball B.x 0 ; 2 k 0 1 = /. Hence u is a constant function on whole X. We omit the details. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Finally, we give an example to show the "necessity" of the weak .1; n/-Poincaré inequality to ensure the triviality of P B s n=s;n=s .X/ for s 2 OE1; 1/.
Theorem 4.3. For each p 2 .2; 1/, there exists an Ahlfors 2-regular space X such that X supports a weak .1; p/-Poincaré inequality but for every s 2 .0; 1/, P B s 2=s;2=s .X/ is not trivial.
Proof. Let˛2 .0; 1/ and E˛be the cantor set in OE0; 1 obtained by first removing an interval of length 1 ˛and leaving two intervals of length˛=2 and then continuing inductively. The Hausdorff dimension d˛of E˛is log 2= log.2=˛/. The space X˛is obtained by replacing each of the complementary intervals of E˛by a closed square having that interval as one of its diagonals. Then X˛is Ahlfors 2-regular with respect to Euclidean distance and by [16, Theorem 3.1], for any p > 2 d1 d˛D 2 C log 2 log˛;
X˛supports the .1; p/-Poincaré inequality. So for any p > 2, choosing˛2 .0; 2 1=.p 2/ /, we know that X˛supports the weak .1; p/-Poincaré inequality. Moreover, for any x D .x 1 ; x 2 / 2 X˛, define the Cantor function by u.x/ D H d˛. OE0; x 1 \ E˛/. Then u is constant on each square generating X˛and moreover, ju.x/ u.y/j Ä jx 1 y 1 j d˛. OEd.x; y/ d˛f or all x; y 2 X˛(see [14] ). For s > d˛, taking g.x/ D 2OEd.x; E˛/ d˛ s for all x 2 X˛, we have g 2 D s .u/. We claim that g 2 L q .X˛/ if 0 < q < 2 ds d˛D log 2 2 log. s 1/ log 2 s log˛: where the last index is critical by Theorem 4.2.
